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The Kashmir Rights Forum (KRF) is an informal, secular, apolitical and forward looking interactive platform
highlighting human rights violations perpetuated against innocent Kashmiri population by terrorists either directly
supported by separatists and their over ground workers or indirectly by sympathizers over last three decades as a
result of proxywar initiatedby Pakistanonour homeland.

KRF is dexterous, focused forum with overarching mission to mobilize expertise and public opinion to counter
the organized attempt to violate human rights of common innocent Kashmiris of all generations by the nexus and
tarnishing the image of government and security forces by certain section of media, intelligentsia and conflict
entrepreneurs by flaring up allegations of human rights violations on them, thus diverting attention from the real
perpetrators of these violations.

We, at KRF encourage response by likeminded or otherwise, people and organizations, on documents,
articles & video content produced onmultiple social media platforms by us to apprise all citizens of such violations.
KRF will endeavor to expose the designs of the perpetrators by studying the past and present and producing the
facts for public scrutiny as part of our research andhighlight such events in present, earliest on occurrence.
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On Thursday, 05 August 2021, two teams of
Sashastra Seema Bal were attacked within a short
span of an hour. The attack came directly on the
second anniversary of abrogation of the contentious
Article 370. Unidentified terrorists executed two
back-to-back attacks directed toward SSB post on
the same day at Bemina and Mehjoor Nagar areas of
Srinagar. However, both grenades
exploded outside narrowly missing
the intended target.

On the same day, an explosion
followed by a gunfire rattled the
city's Nowhatta area, while in North
Kashmir's Sopore, militants
opened fire on a police party,'

fortunately no casualitieswere suffered.
Such incidents affect the common kashmiris who

are disparately looking at peace of normally returning
to the valley. While the locals in kashmir crave for
normalcy, these incidents meant to create internal
disturbances has largely affected the life of a
common citizen in the Valley. Credit goes to the

security forces who shed blood
to establish peace and normalcy
in the region.

While attackers had in mind,
nefarious designs to instill
separatist woos in masses but
people have rejected their
extremist ideologies.

As the attack comes on the day
symbolic of transformation for
the development and progress
of the state of Kashmir, the

peace in the valley is disrupted
in a frail attempt to lodge fear

in the common people

TWO GRENADE ATTACKS ON SSB

IN AN HOUR AT SRINAGAR
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In gross violation of human rights, terrorists have
geared up their despicable activities in central and
south Kashmir. From last few weeks, couple of these
incidents continue to spread violence on streets and
inside resting places by hurling grenades, firing
indiscriminately thereby causing fear among the
masses. In one such incident of terror, Nisar Ahmad
Wagay lost his life and two other received major
injuries. On Sunday, 7 August 2021, policemanNisar
Wagay was killed and two others injured while they
came under the indiscriminate
firing of the terrorists at a crossing
in Kulgam district of Kashmir
region. The martyred policeman
were on their way back, after
escorting former minister Abdul
Majeed Pader to his residence.
The terrorists found the police
party at Damhal Hanjipora,
opened fire, resulting in injuries to
three cops.� an official said. In the

attack, Nisar AhmadWagay lost his life, and two other
personnel's were injured. They were immediately
rushed to the nearby hospital for medical treatment.
�The terrorists took the advantage of the local traffic
jam and presence of a large number of people in the
area. While they managed to escape the security
forces exercised restrain to aviod collateral damage
as the spot was crowded.

Lieutenant Governor Manoj Sinha condemned
the attack in strong words; former Chief Minister

Omar Abdullah of National
Conference tweeted condemning
the cowardly attack on the police
party who were performing their
duties. It is pertinent to mention
that the month of August has
seen a rise in attacks on police,
signalling the frustration of terror
heads over evolving peace post-
August 5, 2019.

COP KILLED, TWO OTHERS INJURED

IN TERRORIST ATTACK IN KULGAM
Killing of police cop in Kulgam is utter brutality,

scourge mindset of terrorist organizations

The valley witnesses another
dastardly attack on men in

uniform as the policemen are
again targeted by the terrorists

while carrying out their
constitutional duties. A frivolous
attempt to instill fear in the

common population of Kashmir.
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Two people including a teenage boy receives
splinter injuries. Friday, 7 August 2021 at 11.15 pm,
unknown terrorists lobbed a grenade and fled from
the site. In the explosion, two people, including a
teenage boy received injuries- identified as Gopal
Sharma, 35, of Udhampur and Mohammad Aquib,
16, of Mangit-Khari. Both injured were shifted to the
nearby hospital where their
condition is stated to be stable.
The blast occurred between MG
Company office and workers
accommodation site. T h e s e
attackers aim at maintaining the
environment of fear to perpetuate
the terrorism related activities, by
pleasing their masters controlling

them from other side of the border. The money they
receive is utilised to intimidate people, hinder the
already lagging development process in Jammu and
Kashmir.

It�s pertinent to mention that M G Company is
constructing Banihal bypass, a portion of the four-
lane Jammu-Srinagar highway project. The Banihal

bypass is a imed towards
providing round the year
connectivity to the Valley. Such
Incidents and deliberate attempts
by terrorists and their mentors
across the border have been
made to step up violence and
create impediments in the
developmental process in theUT.

A terrorist grenade attack
targetted at MG company
involved in construction of

Banihal bypass is an attempt
at hindering development on

the state.

GRENADE ATTACK IN DISTRICT

RAMBAN,  TWO INJURED
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On Tuesday, 10 August 2021 five days ahead of
Independence day, terrorists targeted security forces
in which ten civilians were injured, including two
women at Hari SinghHigh Street near Amira Kadal of
Srinagar district. The attack was carried at around
2:40 pm, by a terrorist who hurled the grenade at a
SSB bunker. As soon as the grenade exploded,
chaotic atmosphere set into motion, sending the
locals into a state of rush and fear fromall sides.
List of the injured civilians as per the preliminary
identification:-
1. Tariq Ahmad, S/o Mohd Shafi,

R/O Burzahama, Srinagar
2. Suhail Ahmad Dar, S/o Farooq Ahmad Dar

R/O Chadoora, Budgam
3. Rangan Singh, S/oJanak

Singh, R/O District Ramban
4. Zulaikha, W/o Mohd Hafeez,

R/o Kargil
5. Aparna, W/o Ranjit Bera, R/o

Kolkata
6. Owais Ahmad, S/o Gulam

Mohd Laway, R/o Chanapora
Srinagar

7. Abdul Gani Shah, S/o Abdul Ahad, R/o Seel
Beeru, Srinagar

8. Gulzar Ahmad Ganai, S/o Gulam Mohd,
R/o Ajas Bandipora

9. Mushtaq Ahmad,R/o Khumani Chowk Bemina,
Srinagar.

10. Firdous Ahmad Kota, S/o Gh Ahmad Kota R/o
Bemina Srinagar.
Consequently another black day with the espousal

of human rights violation incurring fear and fret in
lines of masses hurdling their normal routine. The
grenade attack was aimed at reducing the spirits of
people who believed that normalcy had returned in
the UT by lobbing a grenade in the commercial hub,

indicates that terrorists are
dejected with the ongoing
economic activities in the valley.

This was the second attack in a
single day. The miscreant's
hound nearby gatherings to push
fear and anxiety among people,
so that normalcy remains a
dreamonly.

A grenade attack by terrorists
on innocent population in a
commerical hub regardless of
safety of women, children and
elderly, creating environment
of fear and anxiety among

Kashmiris.

10 INNOCENTS INJURED IN GRENADE

ATTACK IN SRINAGAR.
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Armed terrorists barged into
residence of Ghulam Rasool Dar
and his wife Jawhara BanooOn 9
August 2021, and massacred the
elderly couple in cold blood.
Ghulam Rasool had earlier
finished offering his obligatory
prayers. He took a cold shower
after waking from the bed,
togged up with customary
clothes, clad a half overcoat.
While her wife Jawhara wore a
light creamy dress and wrapped a matching dupatta
around her head; sat fingers crossed taking a sigh of
relief as they were resting in their lovely home and
waiting for yet another day in the Vally. The couple
were known to be helpful toward needy and miseries
of people, and offered a helping hand to the
unemployedneighbours. Rasool was a kind of person

that made him different from the
rest of the people living in the
area, his primary focus remained
to bring about change in society
and accordingly labored hard for
it. As the sun grew hotter, and
Jawhara went out to buy a cold
drink, she walked mildly, came
back and both Gh Rasool and
Jawhara Begum sipped half-
chilled Dew. As soon as the drink
chilled their throats, two terrorists

barged inside their premises of Redwani Bala,
hastened to make way into the room. Gh Rasool and
Jawhara rushed to see what was happening outside
but Alas! merciless bullets pierced their chests, and
both fell flat on the red matting, their oozing blood
flowed down the floor and soaked the mats and rugs
beneath. The couple was shot dead at their residence
in Anantnag town of SouthKashmir. Dar, a resident of
Redwani Kulgam, was affiliated with Bharatiya Janta
Party. He had successfully contested the last year's
District Development Council elections and held the
post of District president for BJP's Kisan Morcha.
According to police, Dar and his wife were staying in
roomsprovided by the government authorities. "They
were providedwith a secure accommodation at Snow
Cap Hotel Kulgam and both stayed there for some
time. However ofter spending few month They had
insisted on returning back to the village and had
accodingly. submitted an undertaking as well. LG
Manoj Sinha tweeted and expressed his grief in harsh
words, "This is an act of cowardice and perpetrators

DISTT PRESIDENT POLITICAL PARTY

AND HIS WIFE FROM KULGAM

SHOT DEAD IN ANANTNAG.

A case of subjugation of
democrarcy and elimination of

alternate leadership in
kashmir by direct and cowardly
attack by terrorists on elderly
couple, who dedicated their
lives to the cause of people.
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of violencewill be brought
to justice very soon."
Former chief minister
Omar Abdullah also sent
a condolence message
while taking to his twitter
handle and so did
Mehbooba Mufti- the last
chief minister of erstwhile
state of Jammu and
Kashmir. The deserted
home, open dew bottle & steel glass bear witness of
themartyrdom. Till the last breath the couple lived by

the faith in constitution of
the motherland. This act of
cowardice by terrorists has
been widely condemned by
the locals. Terrorists can't
kill the ray of constitutional
supremacy that lie in heart
o f e v e r y K a s h m i r i
citizen�said one of the local
v i l l age . Such t r ag i c
incidents instill fear in

minds of people and affect their lives by propagation
of uncertainty and concerns for safety.

Saturday, 28 August 2021, terrorists lobbed a
grenade towards Central Reserve Police Force
(CRPF) bunker in the Safa Kadal area of Srinagar,
fortunately, no loss of life was reported during the
incident of terror. The grenade was thrown towards
the CRPF's 161 BN personnel of
the Safa Kadal area. Though
there was no physical damage
reported in the incident. It�s a bad
impression on society as free
movement of people is halted,
shopkeepers can't earn their

livelihood, and the repercussions come as huge debt
to them. One wonders how these terrorists kill and
assassinate the locals including security forces at the
behest of pressure from masters, by losing their lives
too, without having any concern for their own families

and children. Such attacks have
adversely affected all important
sources of livelihood of local
population with many traders
forced to shift the business from
Kashmir to other parts of the
country.

GRENADE ATTACK AT

CRPF BUNKER

IN SRINAGAR

Another ineffective terror attack aimed at disturbing peace and harmony

A feeble and cowardly attempt
which directly violates human
right of people by restricting
free movments, inducing fear

and affecting livelihood.

GRENADE ATTACK AT

CRPF BUNKER

IN SRINAGAR
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A three-year-old baby of Balbir
Singh slept hungry, mother had
gone to make chips for him, soon
three grenades were lobbed and
Veer went into eternal sleep. How
a chlid would have felt when
grenade splinter pierced his body,
It tears the heart apart. The
screams of his mother will always
haunt the bloody terrorists, who
took away the life of an toddler, in
retribution. Terrorism has no
religion. Her aunt cried and said, �Justice to my

brother, tomy family. If these were
traitorous men, why would they
strike a Three year old boy? What
was the enmity with a Three-year-
old child.� The grenades were
lobbed inside house at 12 night
onThursday, 14August 2021.

Veer was among the six injured
family members, identified as
BJP Mandal President Rajouri
Jasbir Singh, his brother Balbir
Singh, father Romesh Singh,

mother Sia Devi and nephews Arjun Singh and Karan

GRENADE  ATTACK ON

POLITICAL LEADERS HOUSE

IN RAJOURI
Vir Singh- two year old baby slept hungry, three grenades took him away

Targeting families by terrorists
is a direct reflection of thier
mentality, unjust behaviour
and ideology. Killing of

unarmed, innocent, harmless,
children and women is what
the terrorist ideologies can

give us.
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Singh. Veer singh unfortunetily succumbed to injuries
at Governemnt Hospital Rajouri around midnight. In
a single day two separate terror incidents took place;
first a minor succumbed to injuries, while five other
family members sustained serious wounds as they
received splinters. Terrorists left the family with deep
scars and moans. Some hundred incidents of
synonymous effects aren't any afresh to the region, as
the prime intent remains to terrorize the innocent
population of the Vally.

The terror attacks save peaked, from targeting the
BJP leaders in particular to alternate leadership in
general. Targeting families is cowardly act of
Pakistan's terror spreaders, undermining the Human

Rights of the people. The acts of violence took away
the star of the family in an instantaneous time, Such
imprints terriify generations, and hatred remains
passing. The innocent population of the Vally have
now starled realising the ulterios motiveof the
militants.

The BJP strongly condemned the attack and
applealed to the polce to immediately arrest those
responsible. Terming the incident an act of
cowardice, J&KBJP chief Ravinder Raina said terror
attacks on BJP leaders were being orchestrated by
pakistan. The main endeavour of the terrorists
nexus has always been to causemaximun harm and
locs to common kashmiris not adhering to their,
ideology. The inflict regardless of its rationale,
community members, mainly women, children &
elderly people become targets who have suffered
disproportionality from the violence due to their
Vulnerability.

However, no other party reacted to the terror
incident in BJP leader�s house, indicating their
hypocrisy against the party and in grenade their
response against not condeming Such acts of
violation of basic human rights of the common
citizens of the Vally.
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Thursday, 12 August 2021, three persons were
wounded in a terrorist attack while suspected
gunmen fired upon a BSF convoy
in Kulgam. The firing incident
took place on Jammu-Srinagar
national highway at Malpora in
the Qazigund area of Kulgam.
Initially, there were no injuries but
once the te r ro r i s t s were
surrounded by the forces, they
w en t b e r s e r k a n d f i r e d

indiscriminately. The attack in the middle of the road
depicts, terror outfits funded by PAK meant to

perpetuate their nasty designs
through attacks on people and
the security forces. While their
ulterior aim is to dent the
development & peace process in
UT, however the resolve of the UT
administration & secruity forces
remain far frombeing dented.

Indiscriminate firing by
terrorists in crowded areas
with complete disregard to

safety of citizens. Case of clear
human rights violation of

public.

MILITANTS  FIRED

AT BSF CONVOY

IN J&K'S KULGAM;

ONE CRPF JAWAN

INJURED

CRPF Jawan, two civilians injured in
a terrorist attack on BSF convoy

MILITANTS  FIRED

AT BSF CONVOY

IN J&K'S KULGAM;

ONE CRPF JAWAN

INJURED
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On August 16, 2021 , a CRPF
jawan received splinters as the
terrorists hurled a grenade at
security forces in Langate area of
North Kashmir's Handwara area.
The grenade was lobbed at E-07
CRPF. Meanwhile, in another
incident, two civilians were also
injured and a vehicle damaged
after unknown persons lobbed
grenade in the Azadganj area of
Baramulla district. This way the
toll to cause inconvenience to the
public as well as security forces have increased
double folded in last couple ofweeks. pushed by
terror sponsors, who can't bear the normalcy in
situations in valley side.

Just a day after the 15th of
August, filthy terrorists resumed
violating human rights, women
suppression and propagation of
fear to walk on roads is increasing
day by day. Children and women
seem to be at major risk, as
neither can save themselves, nor
their weak hearts can bear the
pain of losing their loved ones.
There has been systematic
degredation of the entire peaceful
ecosystem that forms the basis of

civil society in Kashmir. This has neither been talked
about nor does it figure prominently in any made up
discourse that has been dissembled in last thirty
years.

An act by terrorists with
complete disregard to safety of
common public. A grenade is a
weapon, which causes damage

in crowded areas to all
bystanders and indicates

intention of perpetuation in
terrorizing public.

1 CRPF JAWAN, 2 CIVILIANS

INJURED IN SEPARATE

GRENADE ATTACKS IN J&K
A CRPF jawan receives spilnter injuries at Langate,

Handwara and two civilians injured in Azadganj, Baramulla
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On Thursday, 19 Aug 2021, in an attempt to
assault the police naka party, two police personnel
received splinters in Saraf Kadal area of Central
Kashmir�s Srinagar District. The
CRPF 23 BN Naka party included
both CRPF jawans as well as JKP
personnel. "The policemen
Javaid Ahmad and Abdul Majeed
have suffered chest injuries."
Police sources said. Following the
attack, both wounded were
rushed to the nearby hospital. In
the recent times there has been a

increase in the terrorists attack againt police persons
who are toiling hard for maintaining peace and
tranqruility in the region.

Our forces are hardbound to
end the tail of terrorism soon from
all corners of society . The
nefarious designs of terrorists to
downcast the morale of forces
and commit HR violations needs
to be protested against by the
citizensKashmir.

The security forces bear
another grenade attack in
crowded areas and ensure
maximum restraint to avoid

danger to common population.
A total opposite behaviour
displayed by the terrorists.

TWO POLICEMEN INJURED

IN GRENADE ATTACK AT

SAFA KADAL SRINAGAR
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On Tuesday, 24 August 2021,
in a bid to attack the picket of
Central Reserve Police Force
(CRPF) a grenade was hurled
towards CRPF 23 Battalion at
Mujahid Manzil in the Zainakadal
area of Central Kashmir's
Srinagar District. However the
grenade didn't cause any harm to
anyone, no loss of life or property was reported.
These tactics have become a new normal in Kashmir
now, since terrorists are now gearing up their
activities in wake of calls given by their masters in

Pakistan. The heavy loss of lives,
violation of basic human rights
has risen since the last few weeks.
A lot of repercussions blow up
due to incidents in and around
the valley, destabilizing the
normal routine of people by
placing every possible deadlock
in normalcy.

A collective condemnation has come from all the
political leaders and so is the way to go through these
downgrade tactics being played to loose the wealth
andhealth of people and the country.

Lobbing a grenade is a
cheaper method for terrorists
to safeguard themselves after
attack. However a costlier one
for the common population
living their normal lives.

GRENADE LOBBED AT CRPF CAMP IN

SRINAGAR, NO INJURY REPORTED
An ineffective attempt to disrupt peace and cause harm to security forces
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� O5 Aug 2021 - Shashtra SeemaBal was targeted
on second abrogation anniversary of Article 370
at Bemina&MehjoorNagar area of Srinagar.

� 07 Aug 2021 - Unknown terrorists lobbed
grenade in front of premises of MG Construction
Company involved in Banihal Bypass
construction, injuring two civilians.

� 09 Aug 2021 - Attacking alternate leadership in
J&K continues. Another BJP vice president
Gulam Rasool Dar was shot dead along with his
wife JawharaBanooby terrorists in Kulgam.

� 10Aug 2021 - Terrorists targeted security forces
ahead of independence day, lobbed grenade
while missing the target & injuring 10 innocent
civiliansincluding two women at Hari singh High
street near AmiraKadal of SrinagarDistrict.

� 12 Aug 2021 - Terrorists fired indscriminatly at
BSF convoy in the middle of the road at
Qauigund,Kulgam injuring four civilians.

� 14 Aug 2021 - Another terrorist attack on
alternate leadership. BJP leader Mandal
President, Rajouri, Jasbir Singh�s house was
lobbed with three grenades which took the life of

his infant son and desparate attempt to disrupt
peace in Rajouri.

� 16 Aug 2021 - Terrorists lobbed grenade at CRPF
in Langate area of North Kashmir�s Handwara
area, injuring two civilians & a CRPF Jawan, an
indication of frustration of terrorists after
peaceful & incident free Independence Day
celebration in the state.

� 19 Aug 2021 - J&K police targeted again by
terrorist in Safa Kadal area of central Kashmir�s
Srinagar District by lobbying grenade thereby
injuring two Cops. Recent rise of attack on J&K
police is an indication of frustration of terrorist�s
tanzeems.

� 24 Aug 2021 - CRPF targeted again. Grenade
lobbed at Zaina Kadal area in old city, srinagar by
the terrorists. Reflection of continuous efforts to
disrupt peace&normalcy.

� 07Aug2021 - Indiscrimate firing by terrorists in
Kulgam killed a cop & injured two others.
Targeting of J&K police is an indication of
frustration by the inimical elements.

SUMMARY OF HUMAN RIGHTS VIOLATIONS BY TERRORISTS IN AUGUST 2021

KASHMIR RIGHTS FORUM
CUSTODIANS OF HUMAN RIGHTS IN KASHMIR

Website-
Mail id- kashmirrightsforum@gmail.com

www.kashmirrightsforum.in
e
Contact us:

There have beenEleven terrorists human rights violations inKashmir valley in themonth of Aug2021.
(a) 03 civilians and01Police/SFpersonnel lost their lives in terrorist violance in themonth of Aug21.
(b) 17 civilians and04Police/SFpersonnel suffered injuries during these attacks.

11 03 17 01 04
Incidents Civ Deaths Civ Injured Police / SF Death Police / SF Injured


